- Switch between models to find the appropriate agency.
- Gray elements are construction elements and will not print
- A/E Projects: Turn off AUX_01 and Turn on AUX_02
- CFL Internal Projects: Turn off AUX_02 and Turn on AUX_01
- Place State Key map (keymap.cel) at a scale of 120
- Edit Information on sheet (project name, number, design information, etc.)
- Place Index of Sheets from excel spreadsheet

- Save the excel file; Copy the Index to Sheets
- Go to Drawing>Home>Selection>Paste>Paste Special
- Paste as an Linked Worksheet by Corners; Snap to gray box
PLANS FOR PROPOSED
PROJECT NUMBER
PROJECT NAME

name XXX
name COUNTY
LENGTH XX.XX miles

TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION:
Road reconstruction,

DESIGN DESIGNATIONS:
ADT (202x) XX
ADT (20XX) XX
DHY XX
T XX
V XX
\(\sigma(\text{max})\) XX

U.S. CUSTOMARY DIMENSIONS:
Slopes are expressed as RISE:RUN

SPECIFICATIONS:
"STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS AND BRIDGES ON FEDERAL HIGHWAY PROJECTS, FP-14"

PRELIMINARY XX%
date
NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

APPROVED:

Date:

CENTRAL FEDERAL LANDS HIGHWAY DIVISION
DENVER, CO
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION

PLANS FOR PROPOSED
PROJECT NUMBER
PROJECT NAME

xxxxx NATIONAL FOREST
xxxxx COUNTY
LENGTH XX.XX miles

TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION:
xxxxx

DESIGN DESIGNATIONS:
ADT (202x)XX
ADT (203x)XX
DIV XX
T XX
V XX
e(max)XX

U.S. CUSTOMARY DIMENSIONS:
Slopes are expressed as RISE:RUN

SPECIFICATIONS:
"STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS AND BRIDGES ON FEDERAL HIGHWAY PROJECTS, FP-14"

PRELIMINARY xx% date
NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION